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Get recognition for previous study and work experience, and
fast-track your path to a nationally recognised qualification.

Benefits of recognition

Find it online

You will have your skills recognised, saving you time in
achieving a qualification as you do not have to repeat
learning for skills and knowledge you already have.

• The NSW Skills Recognition website
• Training.com.au provides information on training
and assessment

• It reduces time spent to gain a qualification by not
undertaking unnecessary training

• Government websites like NTIS provide information
on RTOs, qualifications competency standards,
training packages, and where to find additional
information

• It enables you to identify gaps in your knowledge
and skills and therefore any learning that needs to
occur to meet the requirements of a particular job
role or qualification

Many ways to get information

How do you get involved?

Information can be provided in a number of ways:

• By contacting an RTO like Upskilled
(a list of RTOs can be found here, and under training
organisations in local directories)

• Websites

• Course brochures

• Information sessions

• Specific recognition
leaflets

• Marketing materials

• By talking to others who may have recently
undergone recognition or training

• Individual interviews or course advisory sessions

• By reading this guide for assistance and information

Who to speak to?
You may find information about your industry (or the
industry you want to work in) and relevant qualifications
in a number of ways, for example:

Think about
What industry area do you work in?

• Contact the team at Upskilled

Where have you gained your
knowledge and skills?

• Speak to your employer and/or workplace
supervisor

 an your employer or supervisor tell
C
you about relevant qualifications in
your industry?

• Talk to colleagues in your workplace or volunteer
organisation
• Talk to others in your industry

Is there an RTO you can talk to about
relevant qualifications in your area?

• Talk to others who may have already been involved
in recognition
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What do you need to do?
If you want to find out more about recognition, you can
approach an RTO (e.g. Upskilled) which will be able to
provide information relevant to you. This information
should relate to the industry in which you want to work or
have worked in the past.

Evidence for recognition is not limited to existing
documents you already have. Evidence can take a
number of forms and might include any combination of:
• Questioning – the assessor may give you written
questions, or interview you and ask questions
verbally
• Observation of practical tasks – the assessor may
observe you performing tasks in the workplace, in
a simulated environment, in the classroom or any
combination of locations

An ‘industry’ is your work environment, and could include
a volunteer work environment. For example you may
work in the Retail, Hospitality, Building and Construction,
Community Services, Farming or Horticulture Industries.
You may also be a volunteer at your local SES, a charity
or a sports club.
The industry area you come from, or want to work in, will
determine the types of competencies you have and the
qualifications which are relevant to you. This in turn will
determine the type of assessment process and the types
of information you need to receive from an RTO.
The RTO will assist you to identify relevant units of
competency and explain the types of evidence (proof of
your skills and knowledge) required.

• Finished products – items you have produced in
your work, which could vary from food you have
cooked to reports you have written
• Presentations – the assessor observing
presentations made by you
• Video and/or audio taped evidence – showing you
completing tasks
• Third party reports – references or answers given
by third parties to questions from the assessor,
providing examples of your work ability relating to
the standards – this can be verbal or in writing

How do I prove what I know?

• Documents – such as relevant qualifications/
transcripts, project plans and reports, minutes of
meetings, correspondence, resources developed

The RTO will support you in gathering evidence* to prove
you have the necessary knowledge and skills.
You will be working with the RTO to identify:

• Anything else that you or the assessor/RTO
can think of that is relevant and proves your
competence.

• Evidence you may already have e.g. work
documents, testimonials from previous employers/
volunteer organisations, samples of your work
• Evidence that needs to be collected by the assessor
e.g. the assessor may observe you completing
a task and/or ask you questions to confirm your
knowledge.
The RTO will help you understand what evidence is and
what specific types of evidence might be suitable to
gain the qualification you are pursuing.

Think about
You should decide with your assessor
the specific types of evidence to be
collected, the timelines for submission
of evidence and what form the
submission should take.

* Please note any evidences provided will be soley used for
RPL purposes. Confidential details can be ommitted.
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Understanding recognition

How did recognition work?

Jim: an RPL case study

Let’s think about Jim and the steps to gain
recognition for his skills.

Over the years Jim has held a number of positions in
different industry areas. The tasks Jim undertook in
all positions required him to: liaise with customers;
take orders from customers; record and maintain
order information systems; order stock; maintain stock
supplies; pack orders ready for delivery; supervise
delivery staff.

• Jim searched the local newspaper for anyone
offering supervisor training.
• He contacted a training provider who gave him
information about two different courses offered for
supervisors. The information included a pack which
listed types of evidence that could be used to prove
competence as a supervisor.

He also has been a member of a local volunteer
organisation where he has held positions such as
secretary and committee member. A keen sportsman
he is active in the local soccer club organising junior
players. Jim has been unemployed at times during his
career but while unemployed remained active in the
community as a volunteer.

• On reading the information Jim felt he did not need
to complete the training as he could gather the
evidence that was discussed in the information.
• He recontacted the training provider and enrolled.

Jim is interested in a career as a supervisor as he feels
his experience demonstrates the ability to supervise and
manage different situations. He is finding it very difficult
as he has never gained any qualifications to show the
range of skills and knowledge he has as a supervisor.
He considers himself to be very experienced but is
uncertain what his next step should be in trying to have
this recognised. He has spoken to a number of friends
who also do not know where he might go to find out
some information.
This story is not uncommon; your story might be similar,
although your background and experience may be very
different from Jim’s.
If he is serious about getting formal recognition of his
skills and knowledge, Jim needs to think about:
• What tasks he has undertaken at work
• What tasks he has performed in the voluntary
positions

• He gathered evidence with the guidance of the
assessor from the training provider.
• Once Jim submitted the evidence the assessor
reviewed this and rang Jim to discuss it further.
• This discussion identified that there was an area
that required additional evidence. An agreement
was reached with the assessor about what
evidence could be provided.
• Jim resubmitted the evidence, was deemed
competent, and was awarded a qualification.
Recognition is a process which varies, and you will
find there are differences in how individual Registered
Training Organisations (training providers) offer
recognition.
Typically the process involves some kind of assessment
of your existing skills and knowledge to determine the
competencies you have.

• How recently the tasks were undertaken
• How he can prove he can do these tasks
• What formal or informal training has been
completed in any of the roles
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Gathering your information
There may be two stages where information will be provided to you by an RTO. General information should
be provided to you before enrolment and then you should receive more detailed information when you have
enrolled. The table below provides a list of typical information you should expect.

What to ask for

What information you should expect

• A definition of recognition (what it is)
• Is it available to you?
• What it means to you in practical terms
• The costs involved and what the cost
covers
• The support available

A recognition kit/guide which contains:
• Information and advice including support available
• Steps in the recognition process including what happens
if you think the process was unfair
• Roles and responsibilities of the RTO, assessors and you

• Typical timelines for the process

• Suggested evidence requirements (what you can provide
or demonstrate to prove your skills and knowledge)

• Initial qualification-related information

• Guidelines on gathering evidence

• Recognition process/flow chart

• Guidelines on how to present your evidence

• Pathways specific to the course/s

• Information to help you to assess your skills against the
competencies you are interested in

• Individual interviews or course advisory
sessions
• How to get started

• Information about what happens if you are successful/
unsuccessful
• How feedback on your assessment will happen

Contact us here at Upskilled for more RPL advice at 1300 009 924 or
visit our website: upskilled.edu.au

The information contained in this document was sourced from the Skills Recognition NSW DEC 2015 Candidate Guide, V4.
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